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Catholic

Social

Teaching

Initialism Visual Homework
• Initialisms are made from the first letter (or letters) of a string of words, but can't be pronounced as
words themselves. Examples include FBI, CIA, FYI (for your information), and PR (public
relations).
• Acronyms are made from the first letter (or letters) of a string of words but are pronounced as if they
were words themselves. Examples include NASA, NIMBY (not in my backyard), and hazmat*
(hazardous materials).
• Abbreviations are any shortened form of a word.
Source: Grammar Girl, http://grammar.quickanddirtytips.com/acronyms-grammar.aspx

Instructions: Come up with a sentence to go with the initialism of the Catholic Social
Teachings (S.C.R.P.D.S.C.) and make a digital (or freehand) visual to go with it. Your
visual must connect with the sentence you come up with. For instance, if your sentence is
“Seven Cats Ran Past Dung-Slinging Cows” then your visual should include a picture of
seven cats running past a group of cows throwing their dung at them (see Seven Cats Ran
Past Dung-Slinging Cows PDF for example).
S.C.R.P.D.S.C.
1. Sanctity of Life and Dignity of the Human Person
2. Call to Family, Community, and Participation
3. Rights and Responsibilities
4. Preferential Option for the Poor and Vulnerable
5. Dignity of Work and the Rights of Workers
6. Solidarity
7. Care for God’s Creation
Rubric:
*Unique made-up sentence displayed on sheet – 5 pts.
*Clear and catchy visual that goes with made-up sentence displayed on sheet – 5 pts.
*Full list of the 7 Catholic Social Teachings displayed on sheet – 5 pts.
15 points total
Important Note:
Sentence must be in the same order as the Catholic Social Teachings listed below to help
you remember the Catholic Social Teachings in the order they are commonly listed (in
other words, your sentence should stay in the order of S.C.R.P.D.S.C.).

